Cisco Firepower Next-Generation Firewalls with Duo Multi-Factor Authentication

Benefits

Get better security for your network and productivity for your mobile workforce. All in one, simple-to-use solution.

Keep your IT team efficient and empowered. They get automated security with maximum visibility and control. Complexity is reduced, efficiency is improved.

Quickly detect and stop threats faster with Cisco Firepower®. Cisco Next-Generation Firewalls give you the deepest network and security visibility to prevent attacks. Automated policy application and enforcement saves time and reduces complexity.

Give users simple, secure access to business applications and data anytime, anywhere. Duo’s integrated multi-factor authentication protects against stolen user credentials by verifying identity in seconds.
Empower your IT team with better security

Today’s on-the-go workforce expects round-the-clock access to business-critical information and applications on the corporate network and in the cloud. For your IT team, maintaining visibility and control can be a challenge.

When you factor in the rise of ransomware, phishing, and attacks targeting your authorized users—the risks multiply. How can you ensure that your business is protected while enabling secure connectivity so users remain productive? And how can you do it without overburdening your security staff?

The answer is an integrated solution with Cisco Firepower Next-Generation Firewall and Duo multi-factor authentication. It gives Cisco AnyConnect VPN users the secure access they need to keep moving while guarding your business from attacks due to stolen credentials. In one, simple-to-deploy solution.

Proven-effective, next-generation network security

Cisco Firepower Next-Generation Firewalls match VPN connectivity with the highest level of security. They prevent breaches by detecting threats automatically using the latest security protections from Cisco Talos threat intelligence team. And provide deeper insight into and broader control over the users, applications, devices, and vulnerabilities in your network.

Paired with easy-to-use multi-factor authentication

Duo adds another layer of defense, verifying user identify and establishing trust. Simple to deploy and convenient to use, Duo’s native integration with Cisco AnyConnect and Firepower Next Generation Firewalls makes breaches from stolen credentials a thing of the past. Pairing the industry’s most effective NGFW and VPN with the easiest, most loved multi-factor authentication solution ensures your organization is protected.

Cisco Firepower, AnyConnect, and Duo are better together.